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Abstract Adaptive linear prediction is commonly used as a key step in digital coding of speech.
This paper discusses some of the techniques that have been developed for adapting and coding the
predictor coefficients in speech coders. The linear predictors in high quality speech coding often
consist of two stages, a short-time span (formant) filter and a long-time span (pitch) filter. The use
of such filters in analysis-by-synthesiscoders is examined. In addition, backward adaptive strategies
can be used to achieve high quality, low delay coding. The filters in these coders can be high-order (50
or more time lags) filters. Computational complexity and numerical stability of the algorithms is of
prime concern for these filters. A number of new directions in the application of adaptive prediction
in speech coding are also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Adaptive linear prediction is used in speech coding to
remove redundancies from the speech signal. The prediction residual (error) signal can then be coded for transmission. If the predictor is working well, the residual signal is
smaller in amplitude and easier to code than the original
speech signal. The receiver uses the decoded residual signal
to excite a synthesis filter.
This paper reviews the application of predictor filters
in digital coding of speech. The practical consideiations
of speech coding means that conventional methodologies
(see for instance [I]) for linear prediction must modified
for this application. We refer to means to make the predictor adaptive, alternative filter structures, parameter coding
considerations, and backward updates.
Fig. 1 shows a linear predictive speech coder, perhaps more appropriately called an adaptive predictive coder
(APC). The conventional predictor filter is F(z), given as

The predictor output is the linear combination of past input
speech samples. The residual signal r(n) is formed as the
difference between the current sample and the predictor
output. The residual is quantized with the block labelled
Q.The coder includes an quantization error feedback filter
W).

u
Fig. 1 A speech coder
The corresponding decoder is shown in Fig. 2. The
receiver synthesis filter is..

Fig. 2 Decoder
In the absence of quantization, the connection of the
coder to the decoder results in distortionless reproduction
of the input signal. The quantization is implied to be
sample-by-sample, but in low bit rate coders, additional
gains can be had by using vector, or delayed decision (tree)
coding. In any urse,the quantize; output is represented by
an index which is transmitted to the receiver. The receiver
decodes the index to form the quantized residual f(n).
The effect of the predictor can be described by the
signal-to-noise ratio of the output. The overall SNR depends on the choice of noise feedback filter [2]. We model
the quantizer as generating additive noise uncorrelated with
the input. If the filter is absent (N(z) = O ) , the output
signal is the input signal plus quantization noise filtered
through H(z). If N(z) = F(z), a simple analysis shows
that the output signal has a flat quantization noise spectrum. In that case, the SNR of the output can be expressed
as the product

In this expression, SNRQ is the SNR for the quantizer
alone, and PC is the predictor gain, defined to be the ratio
of the input signal energy to the residual signal energy.
In practice, N(z) is related to F(z), often as a bandwidth expanded version of F(z). Such a filter will (generally) result in a lower SNR, but is subjectively preferable.

2. Adaptive prediction
A speech signal can be thought of as a signal which is
quasi-stationary, changing between different modes. One
can argue from a speech production point of view that the
vocal tract is a time-varying filter which instills a spectral
shaping. A compromise predictor, either trained for a single
speaker or even an ensemble of speakers can achieve only
modest predictor gains.

Benefits accrue if the predictor coefficients are updated
to reflect the local properties of the speech signd. The
dynamics of the filter can be tuned to the dynamica of

the vocal tract. This type of argument would point to an
adaptive predictor as a timevarying linear filter.
However, when the adaptation p m is taken into account, the name linear predictive d e r turne out to be a
misnomer. In most implementationsof adaptive filters, the
adaptation is linked to minimizing the mean-square error
over an appropriate window of time. Thus there is a f e d back from the error signal to adjust the filter parameters.
This makes the overall adaptive filter, non-linear.
The "degreen of non-linearity depends on the adaptation speed. A slowly adapting iilter or a filter which has
constant coefficients for a block of time, would appear to
be linear in the appropriate time interval.
2.1 Forward adaptive predictors

The wnventional approach for low-bit rate coding, is to
adapt the predictor based on analyeis of the input speech
signal. The coder d o e this analysis, and transmits the
predictor d c i e n t s as aide information - the receiver
needs to be able to generate the invwae filter. This is
termed fonoanf adaptation.
To keep the amount of side information under wntrol,
the number of parameters and the rate of update must be
held in check. This suggests a block update strategy.
'Itansversal implementation
A model for calculating the predictor coefficients for a
transversal implementation is shown in Fig. 3. The input
signal z ( n ) is multipiied by a data window wd(n) to give
c,(n). The signal z w ( n ) is predicted from a set of its
previous samples to form an error signal ,

The d u e s Mk are arbitrary but distinct integers corm
aponding to delays of the signal zw(n). The h a l step is to
multiply the error mgnd by a error window w,(n) to obtain
a windowed error signal ew(n) where ew(n) = we(n)e(n).
The squared error is defined by,

The CoeEcients ck an computed by minimizing c2. This
leads to a linear system of equations can be written in
matrix form f1Pc = a),

Artowmlation method:
The autocorrelation method results if w,(n) = 1 for
dl n. The data window wd(n) is typically timelimited
(rectangular, Hamming or other). The window has the
effect of deemphasizing the high order lag products. An
important consideration is the minimum phase property
of the prediction error filter A(z) = 1 - F(z). If A(z)
is minimum phase, the mmponding synthesis filter H ( z )
used at the dewder is stable. In the case of general delays,
Mi, the minimum phaae property does not hold in general.
An exception occurs if the delays corresponding to the
coefficients are uniformly spaced, i.e., M k = AM1. This
is the case most widely studied.
The matrix is daays symmetricand positive definite.
It is a h Toeplitz if the intercoeficient delays are equal.
Depending on whether 9 is Toeplitz or not, either the
Levinson recursion or the Cholesky decomposition can be
used to aolve the autocordation equations.
Covariance method:
The wvariance method Rsults if wd(n) = 1 for dl
n and the error window is rebanylar, wc(n) = 1 for
0 5 n 5 N 1. More general error windows in a covarianoe
approach have been
by Singhd and A t a 131.
The covariance method does not guarantee that A(z) is
minimumphase but does minimize the error energy for each
frame.
Lattice implementation:
Lattice andyais methods have been employed in linear
prediction and are nseful in implementing a lattice structured predictor [4]t. Here, we umsider more general lattice
forms with only a subset of the *es actually performing
a filtering operation. A lattice structured predictor con,
as depicted
aisting of a tota of P stages is an d-senfilter
in Fig. 4. The input signal is z(n) and the final error mgnal is e(n) = fp(n). Stage i has a dection coefficient Ki
and forms both the forward residud ji(n) and backward
residual &(n). Reflection cae&cients will be calculated for
stages mrresponding to one of the delay d u e s Mk.Other
stages will have zemvalued reflection coefficients. For these
null stages, the forward error tcrm propagates unaltered
and the backward error term is merely delayed. A lattie
form filter will be minimum phase if all of the refledion c e
&cients have magnitudes which are m d l e r than one [I].
For those stages for which r ce9ection ccefEciit is
cdculated, the aim, in terms of maximizing the prediction
gain alone, is to mhimk the mean-square value of the
forward residual. However, this criterion does not ensure
that the magnitude of the resulting reflection coefficients is
bounded by one and therefore does not ensuFe the stability
of the mrresponding synthesis filter. The Burg algorithm
minimieea the sum of the mean-aquarevalues of the forward
and backward residuals and ensures tbe stability of the
synthesis filter. It a h has tbe property of guaranteeing
that the mean-square d u e of the forward residual is nmincreasing across each stage of the lattice.
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Fig. 4 Anatysis model for lattice predictors
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One can wnvert between tranavsrs$ and lattice implementtions, achieving identical impube responecs. However in a time
varying environment,they two Btructuns are not entirely equivalent due b their different initid conditioos at frame boundaries
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where

and N is the frame length. The mean-square d u e of the
forward residual is reduced by the factor (1 - K;) acme
stage i . A wmputationally d c i e n t procedure termed the
covariance-lattice method [4], calculates the d e c t i o n cc+
e5cients using Eq. (8) but expresses them in terms of the
covariance of the input signal. With this rearrangement,
the computational complexity becomes comparable to the
wnventional covariance method.
Note also that the lattice coefficients can be transformed to direct form (impuleeresponse) coefficients, allowing for an alternate implementation of the filter in transversal form.
2.2 F o r m a n t predictors
In applying a predictor in a speech coder, we identify
two windows. The analysis window was described earlier.
The filter window is the interval over which the filter coefficients are kept constant. The ,analysis window generally
overlaps the filter window for the best prediction gain, although delay considerations may suggest only partial overlaps. The length of the filter window is determined by
transmission rate considerations, and by considerations of
intervals over which a fixed filter is appropriate. The number of prediction coefficientsis limited by the rate dedicated
for their transmission. Such a filter is often termed a formant filter. Formants in speech are the resonances in the
speech spectral envelope. The formant filter models these
resonances. Speech tends to have 4 or 5 formants, so that
the orders of 8-10 are appropriate. Additional coefficients
help fit other spectral details.
2.3 Pitch predictors
Speech is quasi-periodic in voiced regions. That means
that samples separated by the pitch period tend to be
.similar. This pitch period is in the order of 40-120 samples
a t a 8 kHz sampling rate. To capture this redundancy, the
prediction filter has to have the wrresponding number of
delays. As an alternative, however, we can use only a small
number of non-zero weights. The pitch filter then consists
of a bulk delay wrresponding to the pitch lag Mpand then
a small number of weights (typically 1-3).,

In the case of the pitch filter, the pitch lag as well as the
weight values must be made known to the receiver.
Given a pitch lag, the general set of equations given
earlier can be used to find a minimum mean-square error
pitch predictor. However due to the relative large value of
the pitch lag (filter order) with respect to the window size,
data windowing is not appropriate, i.e., the autocorrelation
method does not give high prediction gains [5]. The covariance method must be used. The pitch lag can be estimated
from correlation calculations [5].
There are a number of ways that the pitch (long-term)
predictor can be combined with the formant (short-term)
predictor. The two predictors urn be placed in cascade in
either order, or can be placed in parallel. Experiments have
shown that a F-P configuration, with the formant filter p r e
d n g the pitch filter o~tperformsthe other configuratibns.
Fhthermore, the F-P cornbinationcan be -jointly- optimized
to give an overall better prediction gain [6].
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lag vduea that must be transmitted.
2.4 Analysis-by-synthesis
The conventional view of the use of adaptive prediction
in speech coding is that the coder tin& a predictor which
minimizes the residual energy. Let us step back and look
at the problem from the viewpoint of the decoder. Let the
decoder structure use an all-pole synthesis filter (cascade of
a formant filter and a pitch filter). The coding problem is to
jointly choose the beat excitation waveform and synthesis
filter parameters. For each block of data, the excitation
waveform is choeen from a finite repertoire of waveforms
The error criterion is a frequency weighted mean-square
enor.
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The coder can form a local wpy of the decoder and
search over the parameter space for the combination that
gives the best reconstructed waveform. Consider the s u b
problem of choosing the best synthesis filter parameters for
a given excitation waveform. An exhaustive search over the
parameter space (typically 20-50 bits of data for the filter
parameters) is not practical. Setting up to mlve for the
minimum mean-square error formant filter feeds to highly
non-linear equations (due to the recursive nature of the
filter). Now weare back to the starting point, the formant
synthesis filter has to be obtained by analyzing the input
speech, i.e., solving for the minimum mean-square error
predictor.
However, in the case of the pitch filter, if the pitch lag
is larger than the analysis block length, the feedback loop
is effectively open. Solving for the minimum mean-square
error filter parameters reaults in a net of linear equations
,
[81.
Schemes that use this approach, for example Code
Excited Linear Prediction (CELP), have been dubbed
analysis-by-synthesis schemes. Consider the three major
elements of a CELP decoder: the excitation waveform, the
pitch filter and the formant filter. The formant filter is preselected by analyzing the input speech (linear prediction).
Given this filter, for each excitation waveform, we can mlve
for the beat pitch filter (lag and coefficients). The benefits
in choosing a pitch filter jointly with the excitation wave
form are great. This pitch filter will take into account the
imperfections in the excitation waveform. The number of
excitation waveforms in a CELP coder can be relatively
small (typically 128-1024 for a 40 sample block -a fraction
of a bit per sample). For CELP, the transmission rate allocated for the excitation (the Umainninformation stream)
is much smaller than that for the 'siden information (filter
parametere).
The remaining open problem for this type of configuration is to discover better strategies to choase the formant

synthenis filter parameters - reaptimizing them to account
fir the coding noise.

3. Stability
The filters in the speech coding system are updated
frame by frame. Conventional notions of stability are in
essence asymptotic propertierr of systems. In speech wding, an 'unstable" filter may persist for a few frames (often corresponding to an interval with increasing energy, but
eventually periods of stable filters are encountered. In practice, the output does not continue to increase in amplitude
with time.
Consider the case of an all zero prediction error filter in
cascade with a quantizer, followed by an all pole synthesis
filter. The quantizer can be modelled as adding noise, possibly correlated with the signal, to the residual signal. As
long as the synthesis filter is the inverse to the prediction error filter, and the filter coefficients are updated in step, the
signal component emergee unaltered. For the signal wmponent, stability is not a problem because of pole/zero cancellation. However, the quantization noise passes through
only the synthesis filter. An "unstable" synthesis flter can
cause the output noise to build up during the period of
instability and can lead to locally degraded speech quality.
3.1 Noise e n h a n c e m e n t
The effect of filtering on the quantization noise may be
measured in a number of different ways. If the quantization
noise is modelled as white noise, the output noise power can
be expressed as the input noise power times the power gain
of the filter. The power gain is the sum of the squares of
the filter coefficients.
One approach to the problem of noise buildup is to
constrain the power gain of the synthesis filter. Formally
this can be approached as a calculus of variations problem.
Consider augmenting the residual correlation matrix with
a term of the form k T c . The solution is found by augmenting the each term on the diagonal of the correlation
matrix in the standard covariance formulation by the term
A. The augmenting term in that case was the correlation
matrix for high frequency noise. In practice, the Lagrange
multiplier A must be determined iteratively.
In practice the system of equations to be aolved can
be ill-conditioned. The eigenvalue spread can be large if
the input speech spectrum has nulls such as due to lowpass
filtering. There may be a continuum of solutions d l very
close to the optimum, but which may have very different
power gains. In this case, constraining the power gain need
hot reduce the prediction gain by a large amount.
Conventionally the problem of noise enhancement is
tackled by ensuring a stable synthesis filter. For formant
synthesis filters, the autoconelation method gives stable
filters. With conventional windows, the autocorrelation
and covariance methods differ mainly by the way they treat
block edges. For sufficientlylong (with respect to the order
of the filter) windows, the covariance method also gives
stable filters, at least most of the time.
The situation is far different for pitch filters, the covariance method often gives unstable filters. These filters
correspond to physical situations at the onset of s p k h
where the waveform is growing with each pitch period. If
the pitch filter is determined from the clean input speech,
severe degradation due to the noise enhancement effects of
the "unstablen synthesis filter are observed. The filters can
be stabilized by moving the singularities inward [9]. The
analysis-by-synthesis coder strategies do not need to explicitly consider stability. If the pitch filter is optimized for a
given excitation waveform, the noise enhancement effect is
automatically included.

4. Filter parameter coding
Vector quantization has been much studied for the coding of linear predictor filter parameters. The fidelity criterion is often Euclidean distance in the autocorrelation domain. However, the number of bits required for good coding
(20-40 bits for 10 formant filter coefficients), precludes an
exhaustive search vector quantization strategy.
Further gains can be had if inter-frame correlations are
also considered. In practice, this is rarely used; first differential wders can cause error propagation in the present
of channel errors and second, inter-frame wding involves
added coding delay.
The direct form coefficients representation of the filter
parameters is not conducive to efficient quantization. Instead, non-linear functions of the reflection coefficients (e.g.
log-area ratio) are often used as transmission parameters.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the use
of line spectral frequencies (LSF) to code the filter parameters. LSF's are an alternative to the direct form predictor
coefficients or the lattice form reflection coefficients for representing the filter response. The line spectral frequencies
are an ordered get of frequencies obtained from the filter description [lo]. There is an intimate relationship between the
LSF's and the formant frequencies. Accordingly, LSF's can
be quantized taking into account spectral features known
to be important in perceiving speech sounds.
Other possibilities are combined vector-scalar quantizers in which the fidelity criterion is based on an LSF distance. This type of quantizer finds a middle ground between performance and computational complexity 111).

5. Backward adaptive predictors
Forward adaptive predictors have analysis windows and
filter windows which overlap. We now consider the case in
which the analysis window entirely precedes the filter window. Furthermore, consider the case in which the adaptation is based on the reconstructed signal rather than the
original speech signal. Since the reconstructed signal is
available to both the coder and decoder, both can adapt
the filters and no explicit transmission of filter parameters
is required. This is a backward adapted strategy.
Backward adaptation has the advantage that since no
side information is transmitted, there is no inherent limit
to the number of coefficients that can be used or the update
rate - there is only a causality requirement that the predictor update must utilize only past reconstructed outputs.
Backward adaptation is however, susceptible to mistracking of the wder and decoder filters. Such systems
have to be carefully designed so that the effect of channel
errors dies off quickly and the wder and decoder get back
into synchronism. In addition, the wding noise present in
the reconstructed signal prevents a full realization of the
predictor gain amilable from the clean input signal.
Backward adaptation has been used for some time in
relatively high rate wders with simple predictor structures.
More recently, very high quality medium rate coders have
been designed using backward adaptation. For instance at
16 kb/s (8 kHz sampling rate), a low delay speech coder
using 2 bits/sarnple (no side information) can achieve very
high qualities (121. The fact that adaptation feeds back
from the reconstructed signal places a heavy burden on each
component of the wder. Each component must perform
well or the whole loop collapses. The coder cited uses
a delayed decision quantizer (sliding block or tree coder),
sample-by-sample updated formant predictor and a 3-tap
pitch predictor.
The pitch filter with its long delay and backward adaptive estimation of the pitch lag, renders the coder susceptible to mistracking if the channel error rate becomes significant. Newer alternative are the use of a very high order

filter (50-100). As long as the number of taps encompasses
the pitch range, this filter can act aa pitch filter without
explicit estimation of the pitch lag. This configuration is
more robust to channel errors.
5.1 Issues i n high-order predictors
The high-order filter (combining both formant and
pitch functions) can be determined using the methods described earlier. With such high orders, numerical considerations for the solution of the equations becomes an important consideration. The autocorrelation method and the
Levinson recursion offer good numerical properties. However, the predictor gain for the autocorrelation method for
the pitch periodicities becomes small (the analysis window
deemphasizea the large lag correlation components). The
covariance method gives much superior predictor gains, but
conventional solutions are plagued by numerical difficulties.
Recently, a solution method due to Cumani (131 has
shown itself to be very useful. This method is a stage-bystage optimization in which numerical errors in previous
stages can be compensated for in later stages. This method
allows one to realize the increased predictor gains of the
covariance formulation [14].
We can refer to the sarnples of the past signal as being stale. We reduce the staleness by keeping the analysis
window as close to the filter window as possible. However,
reductions in computations can often be had by increasing the filter window length and sliding the the analysis
window by a similar amount. For instance if the filter coefficients are kept constant and used over 5 samples, the
analysis window can be moved in steps of 5 samples. The
derivation of the coefficients corresponding to the samples
in the analysis window then need be done only every 5
samples. The length of the analysis window is determined
by that which gives the best prediction gain. Too short a
window and longer term trends are not taken care of. In
fact random variations in the signal will cause the prediction gain to fall. Too long a window and the window may
span non-stationary segments of the signal. The number of
coefficients is not a direct factor, since they are not transmitted.

6. New directions
Speech coding is a rapidly evolving area, spurred on as
it is by a demand for digital transmission and the availability of low cost signal processing hardware for implementing
sophisticated algorithms. In the application of new prediction techniques, we have been limited by the analytic tools.
Recent work [15] has indicated that non-linear predictors
may have a larger role to play. In this work, non-linear
dynamical system concepts are used to show that after linear predictive analysis, a significant predictable component
remains. This component lies on an attractor of dimension
less than 3. Our own work indicates that a rapidly updated,
backward adaptive adaptive filter (of a more conventional
kind, but is are non-linear nonetheless) can also improve
the prediction gain when used in the same context. This is
preliminary work, but shows great promise - the backward
adaptive nature means that no additional side-information
need be transmitted.
Another area of interest is in tracking the dynamics
of speech. The conventional approach has been to treat
speech as quasi-stationary. We assume that within a frame
the signal is stationary. Additional gains can be made by
allowing the predictor to change within the frame to better
track the changing signal. The same viewpoint will allow
for improvements in backward adaptive predictors. The
problem there is that the analysis window is displaced from
the filter window. If we can track the signal changes, the
prediction can be improved.

A related problem is the use of fixed frames for analysis. If the frame straddles two different t y p a of speech
segments, the prediction gain will be small. A segmentation of speech into variable length frames urn improve the
eituation. We have preliminary results based on a Hidden
Markov filter to automatically segment a speech signal. We
fix the number of frames in an interval of speech and then
use dynamic programming to optimize the frame boundaries. This scheme dramatically i m p m the local prediction gain. The drawback is the additional processing delay
introduced.
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